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2014 / 2015 

HEADLINES FROM THIS YEAR’S ACTIVITIES 
 
 
 
 
BENEFIT ENQUIRY LINE - 511 BENEFIT ENQUIRIES 

ADVISING ON 840 SEPARATE 
BENEFIT ISSUES 

  
- £64,077 IN MONEY GAINS 

IDENTIFIED 
 
 
INFORMATION ITEMS - 17,471 DISTRIBUTED 
 
 
 
TRAINING COURSES - 36 COURSES & PRESENTATIONS 

- 489 PARTICIPANTS 
- AVERAGE 9/10 RATING BY           

ATTENDEES  
 
APPEALS CASEWORK - 293 REFERRALS 

- 177 CASES CLOSED IN YEAR 
- 75% SUCCESS RATE 
- £617,876 IN MONEY GAINS 

 
 
TAKE UP CAMPAIGNS/ - 761 REFERRALS RECEIVED 
SPECIAL PROJECTS      - EVERY £1 OF FUNDING RETURNS 

£25 IN BENEFITS FOR CLIENTS 
- £3.3 MILLION IN MONEY GAINS 
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ANNUAL REPORT 2014/15 
 

Chief Executive’s Report 
 

I am very proud to report on the work undertaken by WWRAS in the period 
April 2014 to March 2015.  The consequences of welfare reform continue 
to affect key client groups within Warwickshire, particularly the long-term 
sick and those people affected by disability and we have continued to 
deliver much needed specialist advice to affected clients and other affected 
groups at a time when it is needed most. WWRAS is the only advice 
agency in the county funded to provide a dedicated specialist welfare rights 
service. 
 

The latest data from the Centre for Regional Economic and Social 
Research at Sheffield Hallam University shows that in Warwickshire, £125 
million per annum in benefit income, will be lost as a result of the various 
welfare reforms; this does not take into account the summer budget 
proposals, therefore this figure is likely to be a lot higher.  The 
consequences of this benefit loss will be felt not only in local households 
but the impact will also be felt strongly in the local economy as people 
struggle to make ends meet and have less money to spend on local goods 
and services. 
 

National statistics show that around two-thirds of the total financial loss falls 
on households with dependent children with around one-third falling on the 
sick or disabled via DLA and incapacity benefit reforms in particular. 
Around 45 per cent of the benefit loss falls on in-work households, which is 
particularly harsh given the Government’s stated policy aims of reforming 
the welfare state to “make work pay”.  The work we undertake with these 
key groups is more important than ever in order that we can mitigate the 
harsher effects of welfare reform for the most vulnerable in the county, 
although funding for such work is certainly no easier to obtain. 
 

Advice on social security matters has always been an extremely complex 
area of law and cuts across a number of areas such as social care, 
housing, public health and the courts and legal institutions.  Our role as a 
specialist welfare rights organisation, acting as a resource for the county, 
has been shaped and invested in over the past thirty years and never has 
this resource been more needed than at present in order to advise and 
assist local community organisations; to provide support to local Councils 
and housing associations; to protect vulnerable residents in receipt of 
social care to navigate the constantly changing and increasingly stricter set 
of rules and regulations that comprises the modern welfare state. 
 

Our advice and assistance helps to reduce reliance and financial pressure 
on these frontline services as we can often help solve people’s problems at  
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an early stage thus saving costs further down the line if the problem had 
remained unresolved.  For example, by ensuring that a client’s Housing 
Benefit is put back in payment, it enables that person to remain in their 
home and thus avoids a potential homelessness situation and local Council 
involvement; or by preserving a client’s entitlement to Personal 
Independence Payment it enables that person to continue paying for care 
which they would otherwise be unable to afford, thus potentially avoiding a 
deterioration in health and the often inevitable intervention of hospitals or 
increased home care. 
 

Benefits advice remains the single biggest enquiry area of the county 
Citizens Advice service and the role of WWRAS as a specialist welfare 
rights advice agency complements this work by acting as a resource on 
welfare rights; by providing a casework consultancy service through our 
Benefit Enquiry Line and by providing representation for their clients at 
tribunals when benefit decisions are refused or are disputed.  We also 
provide vital training on all aspects of welfare benefits to a variety of 
organisations across the county in order that they are better informed and 
equipped to be able to convey information to their service users and 
clients, thus performing an effective enabling role.  
 
Continuing to deliver for Warwickshire residents 
 

We operate to clear targets agreed with funders and these are monitored 
quarterly and reported on annually.  All targets have been met to high 
quality standards and in 2014/15 we raised just over £3.9 million of extra 
benefit income for Warwickshire citizens.  Although this total is slightly 
lower than last year’s total which just topped £4 million, this is still an 
incredible achievement by the entire team.  It should be noted that these 
are vast underestimates of the actual amounts gained. 
 

As well as the financial gains that flow from our advice and assistance, 
clients through our feedback surveys, report to us an enhanced ability to 
manage their financial affairs; improved health and healthier lifestyles 
through increased financial capability and an added ability to pay for 
increased levels of care and help around the home thus enabling them to 
lead happier and more independent lives. 
 
Service Areas - Financial Gains and Return on Investment - 2014/15 
 

In terms of service delivery, during this year, through our Appeal Tribunal 
work we successfully secured benefit entitlement for clients totalling 
£617,876.  This is national money being brought into the local economy 
which research has shown is normally then spent on local goods and 
services.  It is also important to note that this is a considerable under-
estimate of the economic benefits that our work produces to local 
communities in Warwickshire. 
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Although this figure is lower than last year’s gains figure, it was not 
unexpected.  Incrementally over the past few years, financial gains secured 
for clients at Tribunal continue to be diminished due to the effects of 
welfare reform legislation and changes in DWP and Tribunal procedural 
rules which limit the amount of backdating one can expect to receive if an 
appeal is successful.  This will continue to be the case for the foreseeable 
future and financial gains are also expected to be significantly lower once 
Universal Credit is fully implemented due to the loss of various premiums 
from claimants’ benefit income.  In addition, the decrease in financial gains 
can be explained by a decrease in the volume of appeal referrals we have 
received over the past eighteen months, but referral rates have now started 
to increase at a rapid rate. 
 
Increase in Appeal Referrals 
 

The increase in appeal referrals is due to a combination of factors, but can 
mainly be attributed to the fact that Personal Independence Payment (PIP) 
cases are now being assessed far more quickly and the cases that were 
previously “stuck in the system” have now started making their way to 
Tribunal. We expect this trend to continue for the foreseeable future.  In 
addition, the previous problems with the Employment and Support 
Allowance (ESA) medical assessment process, which saw the contractor 
ATOS effectively hand back its contract to the Government, meant that 
there were delays in cases being adjudicated on and thus delays in cases 
reaching Tribunal.  A new contractor “Maximus” has since taken over this 
contract and we have been promised a much quicker turnaround of 
medical assessments and so we expect that this in itself will mean that 
cases progress through the appeals system more rapidly and will inevitably 
lead to a higher volume of ESA appeal referrals due to the freeing up of the 
previous backlog. 
 

 
Assisting Local Agencies to adjust to social security reforms 
 
WWRAS has done a lot of work, over the past eighteen months in 
particular, with referring agencies to inform and advise about the 
mandatory reconsideration process and we have held a number of training 
events across the county.  It is essential that the wording and content of 
this request is legally correct otherwise there is a risk that the request will 
not be accepted as valid by the DWP, thus potentially jeopardising the 
claimants right to appeal to a Tribunal. 
 

Our success rate at appeals remains impressively high with success at 
75% of all cases where we represent at Tribunal.  This compares very 
favourably to a national average success rate of 47% without 
representation and 63% when accompanied by a representative. 
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Benefits Take-Up work 
 

Our benefits Take-Up work continues to return excellent outcomes for our 
clients when it is becoming increasingly difficult to secure funding for this 
type of work due to shrinking budgets.  
 

WWRAS secured in excess of £3.3 million in increased benefits for 
Warwickshire residents through various Take-Up campaigns in 2014/15 
which is an increase of 52% when compared to gains for the previous year. 
The amount of money raised for Warwickshire residents through our Take-
Up work continues to represent significant returns on investment for 
funders with an average of £25 being returned in increased benefits for 
every £1 of funding received. 
 

We secured continuation funding for two Take-Up posts through a variety 
of successful funding bids to Warwickshire County Council for our 
Children’s Centre work; Public Health (via the Health in Warmth 
Partnership) for fuel poverty Take-Up work; the Warwickshire Local Welfare 
Fund in conjunction with five Warwickshire schools also funded Free 
School Meals (FSM) Take-Up in the county.  Following a successful pilot 
project in the previous year schools directly contributed a third of the 
funding for our Free School Meals work in 2014-15.  
 

This year through our FSM Take-Up Project we were able to secure Pupil 
Premium payments for schools totalling over £48,000 and additional benefit 
gains secured for families amounted to just over £46,000.  This is a 
conservative estimate of the total financial benefit secured for schools 
through pupil premiums as the payment remains in place for up to six years 
irrespective of whether a parent no longer qualifies for free school meals 
during this period.  This work will continue in 2015-16 when we expand our 
work into Nuneaton and Bedworth, North Warwickshire and Rugby schools 
and the gains from this work have already increased significantly in 2015-
16.  
 
Finances  
 

This year saw our core funding remain at the same level as the previous 
year which allowed WWRAS to retain its core team.  Our overall 
unrestricted income fell slightly in 2014/15 by just over 2% to £395,286 but 
we continued to diversify funding streams particularly for Take-Up work and 
this source of funding now accounts for over 26% of our total funding.  
We managed to achieve a small surplus at the end of the financial year and 
in accordance with our reserves policy this surplus was transferred into our 
general reserves fund as our contingency reserve for ongoing liabilities to 
the Local Government Pension Scheme and redundancy provision was 
already adequately covered.   
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Local Government Pension Fund Deficit 
 

A significant issue which impacted on our finances this year was a 
notification received from the Warwickshire County Council Pension Fund 
outlining our new employer Local Government Pension contribution rates 
for the next three years following the three-yearly actuarial valuation carried 
out in December 2013.  We were informed that not only would our 
employer contributions need to increase to 25.6% of gross salary from April 
2014 in order to address a deficit in our future service contributions, but in 
addition to this we would need to make a lump sum payment of £29,000 
each year for the next 7.8 years in order to address a deficit in our past 
service contributions.  WWRAS was not the only agency affected by this as 
significant numbers of other voluntary sector organisations in the county 
were also to be similarly affected. 
 

WWRAS used to be pooled with Social Services for pensions purposes in 
order that, as a small employer, we avoided this very type of scenario. It 
transpires that following initial representations to the Pensions Manager at 
the County Council, we were told that the pool had been dissolved some 
time ago, yet we had never been notified of this.  Following a period of 
negotiation by a group comprising the Warwickshire CABx and ourselves it 
was agreed by the Council that it would fund the lump sum payment of 
£29,000, in the form of a restricted grant, for 2014-15 and more recently it 
was announced that this payment would be repeated in 2015-16.  Ongoing 
discussions with the County Council and Pension Fund Managers have 
now led to the possibility of extending the repayment period of the deficit in 
order to provide a more affordable solution to voluntary sector agencies in 
the county.  Hopefully this will enable WWRAS to set up an affordable 
repayment schedule over a lengthy period. 
 

A full copy of our 2014/15 accounts is available on request, which provides 
more details about the pension deficit and our finances for the year. 
 
Looking to the Future 
 

We would like to thank all of our funders for their continuing support, 
financial and otherwise in enabling us to continue to provide these 
essential services; in particular we would like to thank Warwickshire County 
Council, our largest funder which has supported and funded us for the past 
29 years. 
 

Investment in advice services in the county has always been seen as a 
priority for the County Council, and WWRAS has always enjoyed a healthy 
and supportive relationship over the last thirty years. However, at a time 
when our highly specialised role is required to protect vulnerable residents 
and remain as a vital community resource, there remains significant 
uncertainty regarding our core funding from April 2016 onwards when our 
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current contract with the People Group comes to an end.  We hope to be 
able to engage in meaningful dialogue with the County Council over the 
coming months about our future funding so that we can continue to provide 
residents and organisations alike with the safety net of knowledge and 
expertise that we have become renowned for. 
 

In an increasingly challenging financial environment where traditional 
sources of funding are diminishing and with an increased demand for our 
services due to the impacts of welfare reform the Trustee Board looks to 
embrace new areas of funding and possibly different geographical areas in 
order to survive.  To this end, WWRAS successfully applied to the Charity 
Commission in 2015 to amend its articles of association in order to expand 
our area of operation to neighbouring regions. This means that we will now 
be able to bid for funding which is currently unavailable to us due to the 
previous restriction in our governing document to work within the county 
boundaries.  
 

We still look to strengthen the Trustee Board in the key roles of Chair and 
Treasurer, in order to provide the organisation with the level of strategic 
experience and expertise that is necessary to prepare us for these future 
challenges.  At the same time a huge thanks goes to the current Board 
members and staff who continue to impress with their commitment, 
dedication, expertise and professionalism in ensuring that the organisation 
continues to reach out and deliver a range of specialist services that 
respond to the needs of the most disadvantaged and vulnerable in our 
society. 
 

 
Mark Stanyer 
Chief Executive  
January 2016 
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APPEALS WORK 2014/15 

 

293 referrals 
Over £617,876 in benefits raised for clients 
Over 75% success rate at appeal hearings   

 
 
 

The spread of referrals coming from each area was 
 

 
 

 
The spread of referrals coming from agencies was:  
  

 
   

Nun/Bed 
32% 

North Warks 
11% 

Stratford 
24% 

Warwick District 
21% 

Rugby 
12% 

CABx 
43% 

Self 
25% 

Other Agencies 
26% 

People  
Group 

7% 
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Case Study 1 – Caroline Harrison (Appeals Worker) 

 My client, Mrs D, suffered from anxiety, depression and post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) following years of abuse from family 

members and in relationships.  She had also been diagnosed with a 

personality disorder and was alcohol dependent; she had also made 

multiple suicide attempts and frequently self-harmed. 

 Mrs D was previously entitled to Disability Living Allowance (DLA).  

She received the highest rate of the Care component and the lower 

rate of the Mobility component due to her substantial supervision 

needs.  Her husband was entitled to Carers Allowance (CA). 

 Mrs D was migrated to Personal Independence Payment (PIP) but 

was only awarded the standard rate of the Mobility component.  Her 

husband was, therefore, notified that his entitlement to CA would end. 

 Mrs D requested a mandatory reconsideration of the decision and the 

Decision Maker then went on to also remove her award of the 

mobility component, leaving her with no entitlement to PIP.  She 

appealed against this decision and was referred to WWRAS. 

 On speaking with the client it was clear that she would be unable to 

attend a Tribunal hearing due to her mental health; her husband 

could also not attend as he could not leave her. 

 Strong medical evidence is required to request a domiciliary Tribunal 

hearing in the client’s home and this was not available as my client 

did not attend Psychiatrist appointments due to her inability to leave 

the house. 

 I carried out a home visit and used my experience of tribunal 

hearings to take a statement regarding my client’s medical history 

and her limitations in connection with the specific test for PIP.  I 

asked the sorts of questions that would be asked at a hearing and 

wrote up my client’s answers to these.  My client signed this and we 

submitted it as evidence. 

 I also wrote my own submission giving the details of the case and 

was able to provide evidence that I obtained from Mrs D’s Community 

Psychiatric Nurse (CPN) and alcohol support worker. 

 I attended my client’s hearing to present the evidence that I had 

submitted. 

 The District Judge heard the case and placed great importance on 

the evidence that we had provided in this difficult situation. 
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 The chance of success at a hearing is reduced if a client is unable 

to attend in person but, in this case, specialist knowledge allowed 

targeted evidence to be submitted on her behalf. 

 The Tribunal awarded Mrs D the enhanced rate of the daily living 

component of PIP as well as the enhanced rate of the Mobility 

component for an indefinite period. 

 She was entitled to approximately £3000 in arrears and her 

husband was able to reclaim CA.  

 
 
 

 
Case Study 2 – Caroline Harrison (Appeals Worker) 

 

 My client’s child was only 6 months old when she claimed Disability 

Living Allowance (DLA) on her behalf.  The child had physical 

disabilities as well as severe allergies. 

 The Decision Maker agreed that my client’s child was severely 

disabled but decided that she only required attention with her 

disabilities for around an hour per day and so only awarded the 

lowest rate of the care component of DLA. 

 My client requested a mandatory reconsideration of the decision 

but the decision was not changed. 

 My client then appealed against the decision and was referred to 

WWRAS. 

 There was an element of risk moving forward with this appeal as 

the tribunal panel are able to reduce a benefit award rather than 

not change/increase it. 

 I advised my client of this risk and she decided that she wished to 

withdraw the appeal. 

 I carried out a home visit to discuss the case with my client before 

she made a final decision about withdrawing the appeal. 

 We discussed all of her child’s needs and discussed that we had to 

show the tribunal that she had needs over and above a child of her 

age without her disability – which is difficult with very young 

children who all require substantial care.  
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 It transpired that my client’s child required medication 11 times over 

the course of the day and physiotherapy 4 times per day. 

 In addition she required support after feeding and multiple changes 

of clothes (and cleaning of her surrounding area) due to loose 

stools. 

 Unfortunately, we could not obtain any supporting evidence as 

professionals were reluctant to comment on the baby’s restriction in 

comparison to other children due to their young age. 

 However, my client did feel supported enough to attend the tribunal 

hearing. 

 I wrote a specific submission outlining the care needs that we 

wanted the tribunal to consider – those which were specifically in 

addition to those of a baby without disability. 

 I assisted my client to understand the sorts of questions that she 

would be asked and the reasons for these which she found helped 

her to explain her child’s needs rather than being defensive. 

 The Tribunal awarded the highest rate of the Care component of 

DLA. 

 In addition this meant that my client could now claim Carers 

Allowance (CA). 

 She had made the decision that she could not return to her job 

following maternity leave as she could not find childcare which 

covered her child’s extensive additional needs.  My client had been 

worried about the income that would be available to her. 
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CLIENT FEEDBACK - APPEALS WORK 
 

“My representative was very understanding, always explained everything 

clearly, very very helpful, very patient, and had a lovely manner and caring 

attitude which helps enormously when going through these stressful situations 

and times. Thank you” 
 

“Was a very scary experience but couldn't have done it without your 

help and you being there” 
 

“My son has a mental health illness which is going to be for life. The 

benefits system is a minefield and for me a mother in her sixties, it is 

nice to know that I can get some help and information as the system 

keeps changing. Thank you for helping my son” 
 
“At all times, my representative dealt with my case professionally and 
responded to all queries very quickly. The success was down to her hard 
work” 
 

“The whole service was impeccable…will be using again for my transition 
from DLA to PIP this year” 
 
 

 
 

BENEFITS TAKE-UP WORK & SPECIAL PROJECTS 2014/15 
 

761 referrals received 
Just over £ 3.3 million in benefits raised for clients 

Every £1 of Take-Up funding raises just over £25 in additional benefits 
 
 

Take-Up & Special Project Gains 2014/15 

 

We have continued to bring in additional funds from other sources to 
promote take up of benefits amongst clients who do not traditionally access 
advice services.  This work continues to return excellent outcomes for our 
clients when it is becoming increasingly difficult to secure funding for this 
type of work due to diminishing budgets. 
 

This year we have raised £104,606 in extra funding for Take-Up work and 
we secured just in excess of £3.3 million in increased benefits for 
Warwickshire residents through various Take-Up campaigns which is a 
huge increase of 52% when compared to gains for the previous year!  
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The amount of money raised for Warwickshire residents through our Take-
Up work continues to represent significant returns on investment for 
funders.  In 2014/15 we achieved returns of £25 in increased benefits for 
every £1 of funding received.  This figure rises to £31 per £1 of funding if  
one includes the Take-Up gains confirmed in 2014/15 but which were 
funded in the previous year.  These are truly remarkable figures and, is 
down to the incredible hard work, expertise and diligence of our staff. 
 

It is important to note that our ability to do Take-Up work is only made 
possible because our core funding affords us the flexibility and capacity for 
funding applications to be submitted and for projects to be managed 
effectively.  This is an important aspect of our relationship with WCC, which 
then enables us to produce this important, value-added work, in local 
communities across the county. 
 
Free School Meals Take-Up work 
 

In 2014/15 we secured a total of 46 additional FSM’s which breakdown as 
follows: 
 

Pupil Premium gains per school Area 
Additional 

FSM 
Pupil 

Premium 

Outwoods Primary  NW 6 £7,800 

Arley  NW 2 £2,600 

Shipston-on-Stour Primary School  SD 5 £6,500 

Campion  WD 7 £6,545 

North Leamington  W 10 £9,350 

George Eliot  N&B 12 £11,220 

Nicholas Chamberlaine  N&B 2 £1,870 

Wembrook  N&B 1 £1,300 

Nuneaton Academy  N&B 1 £935 

Total FSM and Pupil Premium Gain 
 
 

46 £48,120 

 
 
157 clients have been advised to date, with benefit gains of £46,075. 
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This year we used a new funding model, first piloted with Ash Green and 
Nicholas Chamberlaine schools whereby each participating school has 
part-funded the project with a £2,000 cash contribution.  This approach was 
taken so that the project could look to be funded to a greater extent by 
schools directly in the future, thus contributing to a more sustainable future 
funding arrangement.   
 

The remaining two thirds of the funding was provided through a successful 
application to the Warwickshire Local Welfare Scheme (WLWS) and was 
initially due to run from April 2014 to March 2015.  However, due to delays 
with schools signing up to the project, unspent funds were carried forward 
into 2015/16 to enable us to continue our work in Nuneaton and Bedworth 
and Rugby. 
 

It will be noted from the list below that there are additional schools (over 
and above participating schools) that have benefitted from our Free School 
Meals (FSM) Take-Up.  This is due to some families having children that 
attend different schools for whom we have also secured FSM entitlement. 
 
Other Take-Up and Special Project Work carried out in 2014/15 
 

Children’s Centre Project 
 
This project has been running for the past six years, and was funded 
initially through Nuneaton and Bedworth Area Committee and more 
recently through Warwickshire County Council.  The project’s aim is to 
deliver benefits Take-Up work to low income families, working with 
Children’s Centres within the Borough.  For the third year running we were 
also funded to deliver services at Boughton Leigh Children’s Centre in 
Rugby as this had been identified by our funders as an area of high 
deprivation and need and it was also intended as a pilot in order that we 
may look to extend the service into other areas of the county in the future. 
 

This year we were again able to secure additional funding through WCC in 
order to enable this work to continue for another year.  With the Children’s 
Centre Service now tendered to Barnardo’s and other providers, we 
submitted a successful funding application to the Warwickshire Local 
Welfare Scheme (WLWS) in order to extend the project across the county 
from 1/4/2015 to 20 Children’s Centres for a period of up to eighteen 
months. 
 
In 2014/15 we advised 268 new clients. This is an increase of 17.5% when 
compared with the previous year. 
 

We dealt with an additional 58 cases brought forward from the previous 
year and we also closed 270 cases.  At the end of the year there were 56 
cases still open which were carried forward into 2015/16. 
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In 2014/15 we raised £1,307,492 in additional benefits for clients through 
this project.  This is an excellent achievement and is double the amount 
that we managed to raise in the previous year.  In addition we provided 
talks to Children’s Centre Teams, especially focussing on the welfare 
reform changes affecting their clients and WWRAS also contributed to 
OFSTED inspections and CAF assessments as key partners to the 
Children’s Centres.  
 
Warwick District Take-Up Work.   
 

This service commenced in Warwick District, in April 2012 and was funded 
by Warwick District Council until 31/3/15 following our successful tender 
application.  This service is part of a wider package of financial inclusion 
advice delivered in conjunction with our partners, Warwick District CAB and 
Coventry and Warwickshire Co-operative Development Agency.  Although 
the service has been re-tendered for another three year period from 2015, 
we were unable to tender this time due to a change of specification and 
insufficient funding allocation for benefits Take-Up work. 
 

This service has enabled us to deliver a targeted Take-Up service on 2.5 
days per week across Warwick District, but mainly focussing on the priority 
wards of Crown, Warwick West and Brunswick.   
 

316 new clients were referred to the service this year and we closed 694 
cases with 46 cases still awaiting closure at the year-end.  The additional 
benefits secured for clients in 2014/15 amounted to just in excess of 
£1,336,000.  This is mainly for disability and ill health benefits.  The 
financial gains this year are unprecedented for this project and are mainly 
due to a hugely successful Pension Credit Take-Up campaign which we 
ran in conjunction with Warwick District Council Revenue and Benefits 
Team towards the end of 2013.  We received over 400 referrals alone from 
this piece of work. 
 

We worked with a variety of partner agencies in the District including 
Guidepost, Age UK; local schools, the Council’s Revenue and Benefits 
Team and local community centres that provide us with referrals. 
 

Stratford District Council 
 
WWRAS has had a long standing relationship with Stratford District Council 
and has been funded to carry out numerous one off pieces of Take-Up 
work on its behalf.  Last year the Council commissioned WWRAS to 
undertake some income maximisation work with residents who had been 
impacted by the “spare room subsidy” more commonly known as the 
bedroom tax. We received funding of £8,000 to deliver this work. 
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The Council used its own data to identify 838 tenants whom had been 
adversely affected by the bedroom tax and 8 residents who were adversely 
affected by the benefit cap.  WWRAS prepared a letter, which the Council 
sent out to all 846 residents inviting them to contact WWRAS for a benefits 
check via a FREEPOST envelope which we provide. 
 

We received responses from 191 residents whom we then made contact 
with and we secured £60,241 in additional benefits within the 2013/14 
financial year.  We carried forward 61 cases into 2014/15 and we are still 
securing benefit gains for these clients, so this figure will rise significantly. 
There are long delays with the DWP decision making process as outlined 
earlier in this report and this has meant that cases have had to remain 
open for much longer than usual. 
 

Health in Warmth Partnership 
 

In 2013/14 WWRAS received £15,000 funding from the Warwickshire 
Health in Warmth Partnership to deliver income maximisation advice to 
households that had been identified as experiencing fuel poverty.  Total 
benefit gains for the project were an impressive £104,830. 
 

We worked with each of the District and Borough Councils across the 
county and sent a series of targeted mail shots to clients inviting them to 
contact us for a benefits check.  We started our final piece of work on this 
project with Stratford District Council and Warwick District Council in March 
2014 and we will complete this work in 2014/15, so the financial gains 
figure above is expected to rise even further. 
 

As well as maximising clients’ incomes, the aim of the project was also to 
refer these clients on to appropriate services e.g. energy efficiency grants, 
debt advice etc. 
 
Priority Families 
 

WWRAS was funded by the Priority Families Project to provide benefits 
advice to clients who were referred by the Priority Family Teams in 
Warwick District and Stratford and also to provide consultancy and support 
to Project staff in these districts.  
 

Progress was slow initially, but referrals have now started to increase and 
we agreed with the funder to carry forward unspent funds into 2015/16 to 
expand this project to the rest of the county.  A brief summary of project 
gains to date can be seen in the table below.  It should be noted that the 
financial gains have all been confirmed in April 2015 and so do not form 
part of our total financial gains for 2014/15. 
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Big Lottery Project-North Warwickshire and Stratford District CABx 
 

We have received funding from the Big Lottery via a partnership bid with 
North Warwickshire and Stratford District CABx which has enabled us to 
embark on a two year project providing consultancy, support and training to 
the two Bureaux in the area of benefits in order to improve the quality of 
benefits advice that each CAB delivers.  This project is due to come to an 
end in August 2015. 

 

For the first time WWRAS has used the services of a freelance Welfare 
Rights Adviser/ trainer to deliver this work for us.  We have also utilised the 
freelance adviser to deliver services under some of the shorter term pieces 
of funding that we secure throughout the year.  This has also enabled us to 
bid for additional pieces of funding where we would not have been able to 
do so in the past.  It has also enabled us to increase our capacity and 
deliver services which previously would have been very difficult to recruit to 
due to the very short-term nature of the work that this type of funding 
normally brings. 
 

A combination of training methods have been used on this project and 
have been designed in a bespoke way and in consultation with each CAB 
to ensure that the training and support services match the individual needs 
of each organisation.  Mentoring sessions have taken place in both CABx, 
where we have attended advice sessions as a point of support and 
knowledge in benefits matters for paid staff and volunteers.  Our 
observations and learning have then been applied to design training 
courses around the skills gaps that have been seen in these sessions, as 
well as increasing advisers’ confidence in dealing with benefit sessions in a 
“live environment”.  The mentoring has been coupled with more formal 
class room style training, one to one sessions and preparation of individual 
materials with the aim of increasing the core knowledge of staff in welfare 
benefits, from new trainees to more experienced advisers. 
 
 

Priority  
Family Area 

Referrals Benefit Gains 

Warwick 
District 

7 17,585 

Nun & 
Bedworth 

10 26,275 

Stratford 2 3,975 

Rugby 1 0 

Total 20 £47,835 
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Summary of Project Funded Take-Up Gains - 2014/15 
 

 

* Projects that were funded in 2013/14 but which have had financial gains confirmed in 2014/15. 
Gains are always recorded in the financial year in which they are confirmed. 

 
** This project has been extended into the next year and benefit gains will be reported in 2015/16. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Project Benefit Gains 
Funding  

(01/04/14 - 31/03/15) 

Nuneaton Bedworth and 
Rugby Children’s Centres  

£1,307,492 £45,000 

Warwick District Council £1,336,047 £18,106 

Health in Warmth* £55,667 - 

Stratford DC Take Up* £235,799 - 

County Free School Meals  £46,075 £39,750 

North Warks BC Free 
School Meals* 

£173,547 - 

Rugby Free School Meals* £127,179 - 

Ash Green School-Free 
School Meals* 

£2,150 - 

Nicholas Chamberlaine 
Free School Meals* 

£16,839 - 

Priority Families ** 0 £1,750 

 
Total  

 
£3,300,795 

 
£104,606 
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  Case Study 3 - Bal Sandhu (Take-Up Worker) 
      
  Children’s Centre Case Study 
 

1. We were asked to advise a young couple with a 2 year old child who 
were living in Council rented accommodation. 

 

2. Mr B was working and earned £138.46 per week. Mrs B looked after 
their 2 year old child who had been diagnosed with a learning 
disability for which they received Child Tax Credit of £60 and Child 
Benefit of £20.70 per week.  The couple also received help with the 
rent and Council Tax due to being on a low income. 

 

3. We visited the couple, checked their benefit entitlement and were 
advised that they had applied for and been turned down twice for 
Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for their child who required care 
and attention throughout the day and parts of the night.  We helped 
the client make another claim for DLA.  

  
4. Within 2 weeks the client was awarded DLA for their child of £55.10 

per week.  They also received an increase in Child Tax Credit to 
include the disability elements of £60 per week.  In addition, Mrs B 
became entitled to Carers Allowance of £62.10 per week. 

 

5. Having recalculated their benefit entitlement we also advised the 
couple that they were entitled to Working Tax Credit of £52.49 per 
week. 

 

6. The couple were now able to care for their child without worrying 
about the extra costs associated to their child’s disability.  Mr B was 
able to continue to work and help with sharing the caring 
responsibilities. 
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Case Study 4 - Bal Sandhu (Take-Up Worker) 

 

Priority Families Case Study 
 
1. We received a referral from the County Council Priority Families 

Team.  The client was a single parent with two children aged 15 and 
6 and she was living in council rented accommodation. 

   
2. Ms A was currently in receipt of Jobseekers Allowance; she had 

recently lost her job due to continually having to take time off work to 
look after her youngest child.  Ms A also received Child Tax Credit, 
Child Benefit, Housing Benefit and Council Tax Support. 

  
3. We visited Ms A, checked her benefit entitlement and in the process 

of doing so made an assessment that she met the criteria for Free 
School Meals (FSM), having recently given up her claim for Working 
Tax Credit, which would have prevented entitlement to FSM.  Ms A 
stated that she was in the process of having her youngest child 
assessed for autism and had previously been advised to wait for the 
assessment to come through before applying for benefit even though 
the needs were evident. 

 
4. We helped Ms A apply for Disability Living Allowance (DLA) for her 

youngest child as we advised her that a diagnosis was not necessary 
for a claim to be submitted.  Ms A was awarded Disability Living 
Allowance for her youngest child at the rate of £104.10 per week 
(higher rate care and lower rate mobility components).  The child was 
later diagnosed with autism with high care needs.  If Ms A had 
decided to wait for the diagnosis she would have lost out on many 
weeks of benefit as it cannot be backdated. 

 
5. We also assisted Ms A to claim Carers Allowance and Income 

Support with an increase of £34.40 per week, which eased the 
immediate competing pressures of trying to look for work and commit 
to her caring needs.  

 
6. Ms A should also have had an increase in Child Tax Credit of £84.90 

per week but HRMC were not aware of the award of DLA.  We 
requested the increase and backdate of the award and Ms A was 
awarded a £600 lump sum.  Ms A is currently looking for a part time 
job to maintain her independence whilst the children are at school.  
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Case Study 5 - Bal Sandhu (Take-Up Worker) 

 

Free School Meals Case Study 
 
1. We received a referral from the Free School Meals Project. The 

clients were a couple Mr and Mrs C aged 42 and 38 with four children 
aged 3, 8, 14 & 16.  They lived in a housing association property 
paying £43.85 per week rent and £16.02 a week Council Tax. 

 
2. Mr and Mrs A both worked and earned £235 between them per week.  

They were also in receipt of Child Tax Credit of £207 per week based 
on the previous year’s earnings and Child Benefit for four children of 
£61.80 per week.  Mr and Mrs A’s income had been decreasing over 
the past 12 months and as a result they were struggling to pay their 
utility bills, rent and Council Tax.  

 
3. We visited Mr & Mrs A and checked their benefit entitlement, having 

made an assessment that they met the criteria for Free School 
Meals.  Mr and Mrs A had previously applied and had been advised 
that their income exceeded the threshold; they had not known to 
reapply when their earnings were lower. 

 
4. Their rent and Council Tax was also reassessed based on the 

reduced income and we established that Mr and Mrs A were entitled 
to full Housing Benefit and Council Tax Support.   

 
5. The couple were better off by £3,113.24 per annum following our 

advice and they also saved on the cost of school meals for their four 
children which was a considerable saving.  In addition, the school 
received pupil premiums worth over £4,400 per annum due to the 
new FSM entitlement for the family. 
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CLIENT FEEDBACK – TAKE-UP WORK 
 

 
“You helped get my mortgage interest paid thus allowing me to stress 
less about money and readjust my finances to better be able to manage 
them” 
 

“Now able to buy a wider and healthier variety of food. I’m now 

able to have heating on and more petrol to get out a bit more 

often.  Will soon buy a cooker, not had one for 12 months and a 

bed, much needed.” 
 
“This has enabled him to have some benefits (ESA) and "to see the light at 
the end of the tunnel" instead of increasing depression and suicide” 
 

“Carry on giving help to families as it is very much appreciated and 

just gives you help (like an extra blanket) we look forward to being 

with you again with more help” 

 

“My adviser, who dealt with our disability claim, has been extremely 
polite, helpful and knowledgeable throughout the whole process.  
She has worked hard and chased up the progress of the claim.  She 
is a credit to your team! I cannot thank her enough....” 
 
“When I first contacted your organisation I was about to lose all my 
benefits.  Without your help I would still be sad and hungry.  Thank you for 
giving me some life back!” 
 

“The service helped me greatly, at a time when I was struggling 

mentally & physically. I’m not out of the woods yet, however I 

have gained confidence in many things & the future is going to be 

a bit easier.  I can’t thank you enough for making this 

possible...” 
 
“I now feel able to have carers in to help do all the jobs I cannot do now 
and not worry about cost.  This has taken some of the strain from my 
daughter.  Thank you” 
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TRAINING & INFORMATION 2014/15 

 

36 courses & presentations 
489 participants 

Courses average rating of 9/10 by attendees 
17,471 leaflets distributed 

 
 

 
We have again had to schedule a reduced number of courses this year due 
to continuing lower funding levels from our main funder, WCC.  We 
scheduled twenty one courses (compared to the 25 we would normally 
run), with four courses being cancelled due to low numbers.  Of the 
seventeen courses that we ran, five were new and two courses had been 
significantly updated. New courses included the “Disabled into Work 
Seminar”; “Council Tax for Carers/the Cared For”; two new courses on 
ESA: “The Importance of the Support Group” and Completing the ESA 
Questionnaire” and a course on “Pension Credit and Attendance 
Allowance”.  The courses that we significantly updated were: “The Benefit 
Changes Seminar” and “The New Appeals Procedure: One Year On”. 
 
Course bookings can be done directly from our website and we use this 
and e-mail to reduce the administration and cost involved in processing 
bookings. 
   
This year we ran 19 in-house training sessions, talks and presentations, 
which is lower than our usual target of 25 for the reasons given above. 
 
Number of trainees – (Target of 45% of places for Social Services staff). 
 
256 people booked onto our main training programme courses this year, 
and 191 people attended. 46% of attendees were from WCC 
Adult/Children’s Services staff; 6% were from agencies funded by WCC 
which we treat as a target group due to the nature of their work aligning 
with People Group Priorities.  The remaining 49% of attendees were from 
other agencies in the county. 
 
298 people attended our local sessions this year with 55% of those 
attending being from Adult Services, Children’s Services or joint teams. 
 
Although we have met our reduced targets in terms of the number of 
courses that we deliver, and course feedback is extremely positive in all 
respects, the number of attendees on our training courses has been lower 
this year when compared to the previous year.  
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It is difficult to pinpoint the precise reasons for this.  It could possibly be due 
to the fact that there are now less agencies operating in the county or due 
to changes of personnel, particularly in County Council teams who are not 
aware of our courses.  Also in times of financial restraint, some agencies 
that would traditionally attend our courses have reduced the amount of 
training that they send staff on, particularly when this is not a core part of 
their role. We do not believe that lower attendance levels is due to the fact 
that we charge some agencies that would not previously have incurred a 
charge, as our courses are still heavily discounted and far cheaper than the 
market rate for this type of training.  However, to encourage training take 
up we now advertise our courses more widely and send our programme out 
via a broader range of channels and we will continue to monitor the effects 
of this on attendance levels in the forthcoming year. 
 
 
SOME QUOTES FROM RECENT TRAINING COURSE EVALUATIONS: 

 
-  “The courses are extremely useful as many clients are unsure of the changes and now 

having some knowledge I can reassure them of the process. If I am not sure I now know 
where I can access more support” 

 
- “The training was well structured and well-paced. Although the topic was dry, the 

enthusiasm and humour of the trainer made it very accessible. I learnt a lot and shared 
the training with my colleagues at work. A good use of my time!” 

 
- “Very well presented and useful course for the environment I work in, found I have 

more confidence now when dealing with any benefit issues and I am able to recognise 
which benefits individuals are entitled to claim” 

 
- “All subjects seem to be covered by courses already and the 'BEL' line is invaluable for 

individual cases. All courses I have attended have been excellent and very useful for help 
for customers and colleagues” 

 
- “This training was well delivered - clear and simple - easy to follow. Person providing 

the training - very knowledgeable of her topic” 
 
- “I have found the courses your organisation offers are very informative and good value 

for money. I have attended other courses dealing with the same subjects that costs much 
more with the same outcome” 
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INFORMATION 
 

Benefits Bulletin and Benefit Rates items 
 

The benefit rates items are still popular and this is one of the items that is 
most downloaded from our website. 
 

Four issues of the Benefits  Bulletin were produced this year and 
distributed to raise awareness of topical benefit issues including the huge 
volume of change introduced under the Government’s welfare reform 
agenda. 
  
Number of Publications Updated 
 

From April 2012, we effectively archived a large proportion of our leaflets 
and information packs and these are no longer updated.  We have, 
however, made available a selection of the most frequently used 
publications which will continue to be updated. 
 

The reason for this decision is because our Information Officer retired from 
her post in April 2012 and unfortunately we have been unable to replace 
her due to cuts to our core funding imposed in 2012/13.  We do not have 
the available resources to keep the vast array of information resources up 
to date and it would be dangerous to continue to publish out of date 
materials. 
 
Website 
 

WWRAS launched its new website in January 2014, in order to provide a 
more modern, fresh and user friendly experience for users.  We are now 
able to retrieve usage statistics from the new website which assists us in 
developing future services and improvements to the information displayed 
on the site.  We have reproduced a few key statistics below which 
demonstrates the popularity of the new site. 
 
Top 5 most downloaded Publications in 2014/15 
 

Position Code Name of Publication 
Number of 
downloads 

1 Pb8 ESA - ILL? Claiming Benefits? 942 

2 Pb3 Benefits  Bulletin 802 

3 Pb4 Benefit Rates 633 

4 Pb86 
What to do if you fail a medical 
assessment 

584 

5 Pb55 
NHS Fully-funded continuing 
healthcare & your benefits 

503 
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 10,825 leaflets were downloaded from our website in the last year 

 237 users were registered for the restricted “adviser” section of the 
site as at 31/3/2015, with 19 new users registering in the last year. 

 Our new feature: “facts of the day” was the most viewed article on our 
website. 

  
Number of Publications Distributed 
 

We have distributed 17,471 hard copies of our one-off leaflets/publications 
in this year.  Our Benefits  Bulletin and our “Benefit Rates leaflet and 
checklist were the most popular information items.  
 
 
 
 

BENEFIT ENQUIRY LINE (B.E.L.) 2014/15 
 

647 enquiries received 
Advice given on 1,152 unique benefit issues 

£72,370 in money gains identified 
 
 

This is our specialist consultancy telephone service for WCC staff and 
front-line professionals in other statutory and voluntary agencies across the 
county.  
 
This service is unique, giving social care staff and their colleagues direct 
access to specialist advice, which would not otherwise be available 
elsewhere. 
 
The range of agencies that use the BEL reflects the intention of our SLA 
with the People Group to make it accessible to organisations representing 
the public, i.e. not just Social Services.  This model gives customers a 
plurality of choice whilst diverting them away from approaching social care 
directly for assistance.  Also, as the relationship between social security 
matters and social care policy and practice is not straightforward, specialist 
teams need specialist advice, e.g. Leaving Care. 
 
As indicated above, from October 2012 we had to reduce the availability of 
our enquiry line to 3 days per week, from the previous 5 days per week 
availability, due to funding cuts.  From this date we have maintained the 
helpline between 10am and 1pm on Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday’s 
as well as recording additional queries which come in through the main 
switchboard, re-directing callers to the BEL or other agencies as 
appropriate.  Calls have been fairly evenly spread across these days, with 
a higher volume of calls received on a Wednesday. 
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Number of Enquiries per year 
  

We received 511 enquiries to the B.E.L. in the past year, with calls from a 
wide variety of agencies; a breakdown can be given if required.  The 
Benefit Enquiry Line also enables front line professionals to receive 
casework support and “pre-referral” support where our workers will assess 
whether a referral to our appeals or Take-Up services is required, or indeed 
whether a referral to a more appropriate service, such as the local Council 
or CAB is required. 
 
There are a varied range of calls from the different parts of the county.  In 
the past year, Warwick District agencies made extensive use of the service 
as ever, with 31% of all calls coming from this district alone.  In the past two 
years calls from Nuneaton and Bedworth agencies have increased so that 
their usage of the service is nearly on a par with Warwick District with 27% 
of all enquiries coming from this area.  Stratford agencies accounted for 
20% of all calls, which is slightly increased compared to the previous year. 
Rugby agencies represented 10% of all enquiries, slightly less than last 
year and enquiries from North Warwickshire remained constant making the 
least enquiries at just fewer than 9%.  The remainder of calls were either 
out of the area or from county organisations not restricted to any one 
geographical area. 

 

 
 
Breakdown of Users 
 

Within the People Group 9% of calls came from Children’s Services and 
15% from Adult Health colleagues.  Unlike the previous two years, this year 
we received more calls from Adults as opposed to the Children’s Teams. 
5% of calls were from NHS or joint NHS Teams, which is a 1% increase 
compared with last year’s usage. 
 

Nun/Bed 
27% 

North Warks 
9% Stratford 

20% 

Warwick District 
31% 

Rugby 
10% 

Other 
3% 
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42% of calls came from CABx, with the total number of enquiries we 
received from CABx remaining about the same as last year.  However, it is 
worth noting that the actual number of referrals from the county CABx in 
the second half of the year saw a 49% increase when compared to the first 
half of the year, which mirrors the rapid increase in our appeal referral 
numbers for the same period.  This is a trend which we expect to continue 
for the foreseeable future as frontline agencies are seeing more clients with 
benefit appeal issues and therefore the more we expect calls to the BEL to 
increase at a similar rate.  Total calls to the BEL in the second half of the 
year saw an increase of just under 39% when compared with the first six 
months of the year. 
 
6% of calls were from other (mainly voluntary sector agencies) most of 
which are funded by WCC.  This is a significant reduction when compared 
to calls from these agencies in the previous year and is possibly due to the 
reduction in the number of other agencies providing advice in this field in 
Warwickshire following funding cuts, mergers or changing roles and 
functions. 17% of calls came from other organisations not categorised 
above. 
   
We are not funded to provide a service to the general public as it is 
intended to be a consultancy line for front line professionals and we will 
always try and signpost or refer such callers to an appropriate service, 
although there are occasions where we cannot do so and we will provide 
some basic advice.  The number of calls from members of the public 
directly accessing our helpline (6%) has significantly decreased over the 
past few years and 2014/15 was no exception.  We have started to provide 
a helpline for members of the public in the last year on two afternoons per 
week specifically to assist with enquiries about the relatively new Personal 
Independence Payments (PIP).  There has been a relatively low take up of 
this service by the general public, but we have been able to provide a 
crucial lifeline to people who have been adversely affected by the new 
entitlement rules for this benefit and feedback from those using the service 
has been positive. 
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Type of Enquiry 
 

Although we received 511 enquiries to the BEL last year, during those calls 
we dealt with 840 different benefit issues, which gives some idea of the 
complexity and in depth nature of the work that is carried out.  Often, single 
calls will produce a multitude of different benefit issues as the relationships 
between the different benefits can be complicated and time consuming to 
deal with. 
 
The majority of calls to the BEL still relate to disability and ill-health benefits 
but enquiries about Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and Attendance 
Allowance (AA) only made up just over 5% of all enquiries (down from 15% 
last year) with the replacement for DLA - Personal Independence Payment 
(PIP), accounting for 17% of all enquiries (up from 3.5% last year). 
Enquiries about ESA/IB remained fairly static and still remain our highest 
single enquiry area at 26%. 
 
29% of calls from frontline professionals were on behalf of clients with a 
mental health disability, whilst enquiries on behalf of people with a physical 
disability amounted to 37% of all enquiries.  12% of all enquiries to the 
B.E.L related to a child or young person, with 5.5% of enquiries relating to 
pensioner benefits, broadly the same as last year’s figures. 
 
We record all cases on the B.E.L where we have helped to identify and 
advise on additional benefit claims and our work has helped to identify 
£2,353 in potential unclaimed benefits this year.  In addition our adviser’s 
helped other front line professionals claim £64,077 in actual additional 
entitlements for their clients.  

CABx 
42% 

Public 
6% 

Vol Sector 
6% 

People Group 
24% 

NHS 
5% 

Other 
17% 
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STAFF as at January 2016 
 
Chief Executive   Mark Stanyer  
Operations Manager  Stephen Watkins 
 
Appeals Workers   Rachel Wilcox 
     Jill Wood 
     Caroline Harrison  
     *Tim Feuser  
      

*Appeals and Take-Up work 

 

Take-Up Workers  Bal Sandhu 
     Anne Richardson (left August 2015) 
      
Freelance Welfare Rights Jacqui Gardner  
Adviser/Trainer   
  
Admin Assistants   Sam Morgan 

     Denise Peach 

Kawser Khalifa (left November 2015) 
Melanie Patton  

 
 
 

TRUSTEE BOARD 
 
Acting Chair and Director Greg Gavin 
      
 
Treasurer    (Position currently vacant) 

 
Company Secretary  Mark Stanyer  
 
Directors    Ramby De Mello 
     Peter Eaves 
     Steve Lloyd   
     Martyn Ashford 
     Sally Roberts 
     Janice Nichols 
     Danielle Chetwynd (joined January 2015) 
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CONTACT BOX 
 

 
Mark Stanyer – Chief Executive 

024 7637 2069 x26 
e-mail: mark.stanyer@wwras.org.co.uk 

 
For Operational Matters 

Contact Stephen Watkins on 024 7637 2069 x21 
e-mail: stephen.watkins@wwras.org.uk 

 
For Training/Website 

Contact Sam Morgan on 024 7637 2069 x29 
e-mail: sam.morgan@wwras.org.uk 

 
For Information 

Contact Denise Peach on 024 7637 2069 x32 
e-mail: denise.peach@wwras.org.uk 

 
 

Main office number: 024 7637 2069 
 

Benefits Enquiry Line: 0845 241 0396 
10am – 1pm Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
[Advisers only – not for members of the public] 

 
OR 

 
(for all of the above) 
Fax: 024 7637 5033 

e-mail: info@wwras.org.uk 
Address: 1 Stratford Street, Nuneaton, CV11 5BS 
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